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Layer Masks for Panoramas 
http://mailman.linuxchix.org/pipermail/courses/2005-March/001846.html 

A Layer Mask is a black and white image which makes its associated layer transparent 

in some places and opaque in others.  

Every where a layer mask is white, that layer is opaque, so the layer below it doesn't 

show through.  Where the mask is black, the layer is transparent, so the layer below 

it shows through.  Where the mask is grey, the image is translucent; some of the layer 

below shows through. The darker grey the mask is, the more transparent the layer is.  

You can draw on a layer mask with any gimp drawing tool.  The catch is, you can't 

really see what you're drawing unless you use the show mask feature. You can only see 

its effect on the layer, and the tiny copy of the mask in the Layers dialog. We have 

added some text to a layer above our chick picture. 

Layer masks are a good place to add a gradient (blender tool), so a gradually 

increasing amount of the layer below shows. 

A layer mask is drawn in greyscale.  The amount of black  determines how transparent the associated 

pixels on its layer are. 

In the diagram below, see how black on the layer mask makes the pixels in the associated layer 

transparent, so the layer below shows through.  Grey in the layer mask means the layer pixels are 

semi transparent and some of the colour from layers below shows through.  White on the layer mask 

makes the associated layer pixels fully block out the pixels of lower layers. 
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Here two layers from a panorama.  They have been lined up on the trampoline by using transparency 
and rotating the right layer 1o and translating it up a little .  However the sky colour and the handrail 
still don't match.  This is a great place to use a layer mask. 

Right click on the upper layer in the layer palette  and select  “Add layer mask”.  
Select “White (full opacity)” 

You will then see a thumbnail of the layer mask appear in the Layers Pallet 
alongside the layer it belongs too.  The layer mask is white where its 
associated layer is solid (has full opacity), black where it is transparent, 
and grey where it is partially transparent. 

Right click on the mask 
thumbnail and select  
“Show Layer Mask”. 
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In the screen clip below you can see  the mask is white where it associated layer fully blocks out the 
layer below it. 

Choose a blend tool to add a gradient to the right hand layer. Drag from the left edge of the left 
picture to the middle of the mask. 
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This helps quite a bit, but there is still some discrepancies between the layers. 

Now take a dark grey paint brush with a feathered edge, and paint on the layer mask, so more of the 

layer below shows through on the over-lap.  Below see the result and the view with the mask 

showing. 

If you are working on a 
panorama with more than 
two layers, treat them in 
pairs, hiding the other layers 
as you work your way up the 
stack. 

Add a layer mask to the right 
picture each time to let the 
left picture show through 
more. 


